SVC Achieved a 12.8% Increase in Service Quality With Data-based Optimization of the User Experience

Introduction

SVC, headquartered in Vienna, operates an electronic administration platform for the Austrian social security system. It introduced an e-Card in 2005 for those insured through the national insurance system. SVC is at the forefront of e-health technology in Austria and stands for innovation and agility in the healthcare sector.

With the development of the e-card system, SVC has laid the foundation for the use of e-health products in Austria and operates the country’s largest data network for hospitals, medical practices, pharmacies, insurance companies and health service providers, servicing over 8.5 million insured persons. Building on that established infrastructure, the company is also developing individual e-health services.

Case Study

Client
SVC - Sozialversicherungs-Chipkarten Betriebs- und Errichtungsgesellschaft m.b.H.

Industry
Healthcare, insurance

Provider
Piwik PRO

Product
Piwik PRO Analytics Suite

Use Cases

- User experience optimization
- Fine tuning of analytics processes
- Identification and analysis of all touchpoints on one platform
- Strategies for effective targeting of relevant content
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The eSV portal (electronic social insurance) is another of SVC’s core products.

As a full-service provider, it is responsible for the internet portal of Austrian social insurance carriers and their sub-pages, such as urgent care centers. SVC provides the entire technical infrastructure for this product, from hosting and datacenters to technical specifications and the development of new applications and services.

**Challenge**

The eSV portal offers users an individualized service and can be used with a mobile phone signature, the highest level of authentication in Austria. In the login area users have access to personal information, health data relating to their insurance policies, a list of services they use and related offers. In Austria, you can be compulsorily insured several times so the portal provides a clear overview of all statutory insurance carriers and their services. It also provides users with information on where they're insured and how to make claims.

In addition to the target group of insured persons, the portal also services employers and contractual partners (health service providers).

This results in more than 80 separate websites being linked together and effectively acting in a coordinated manner. It is currently the only way to display individual health insurance profiles and available services in Austria.

The core objective of SVC is to provide a good user experience despite the complex framework. SVC plans for the eSV system to focus more and more on the needs of users and form a full-service portal for all health issues with a user-friendly application featuring access across all areas and channels. This requires, among other things, good usability and a strategy for effective targeting of relevant content.

Several challenges have arisen from SVC’s objectives. One hurdle is the authentication process, which is specified by the Austrian government and carried out via an external service. SVC must guarantee that it acts in compliance with GDPR and adheres to the specified processes. In addition, it needs an analytics platform that can track across channels and devices for all connected sites. The platform must provide detailed data to justify concrete statements about user behavior which SVC will use for later optimization. On the other hand, the platform has to enable corresponding custom reports for management to show the overall development of the portal and its various elements.

Furthermore, the delivery of relevant content to target groups is one of SVC’s main concerns. Services that are rarely used, but which are highly relevant for a target group, should be placed prominently or recommended to an appropriate target group.
Our core goal is to optimize and increase the user experience based on data. Piwik PRO Analytics Suite combines all the necessary features to achieve this goal. From the analysis and evaluation of channels to target group segmentation and planning of suitable content, we now have a solution with which we can implement everything.

Gerold Brauchart, eSV project management at SVC

Solution

All tools used would have to guarantee data privacy protections in accordance with GDPR to assure users of the security of their data.

Web and mobile app analytics would be used to analyze user behavior in areas requiring authentication. The interactions of users with the platform and the services offered would be examined to quickly identify the areas that are actually frequented by users and the offers that need to be optimized, due to a high bounce rate for example. In addition, the analytics data would be used to find out which user interactions take place on each respective channel, from simple applications, such as filling out forms to use a specific service, to more complex ones. These could include, for example, interactions with a pension account and information on current requirements and what they look like for a specific user.

Since the complex applications within the platform are associated with time-consuming maintenance and the use of many resources, the analyses would help SVC find out where the investment of resources is reasonable and worthwhile.

The focus is primarily on optimizing the user experience.

SVC combined collected data, such as user history, user obsolescence and online and offline data from social insurance carriers in Piwik PRO Customer Data Platform (CDP). The bundled data allowed SVC to segment users into target groups. This classification permitted the creation of a content strategy for target groups – content that might be of interest for current or future users of the eSV portal.

This opened up the use of CDP for the analysis of user journeys. Because SVC could clearly filter which channel and which medium was used for which action and by which target group.

SVC prioritized the planning out of tailored content and notifications to respond precisely to the needs of a given target group. Custom displays and dashboards rounded out the positive user experience. With the release of targeted content based on integrated data, SVC could then implement optimization goals in concrete terms.

Another indispensable element was Piwik PRO Custom Reports. This allowed SVC to individually create relevant reports for each part of the organization. Developers and marketers were able to see various kinds of assessments, not just those intended for management. At the developer level, for example, it is important to know which services are used and at what intensity. But for management, evaluations of the overall performance of the portal or of various sub-pages were more useful. For all users, the reports were always up-to-date and seamless processing of the raw data in the background was assured by the platform.
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Result

With the help of the user behavior data, obtained in web and mobile secure areas, it was possible to quickly find out which offers the users actually accepted and which offers required significant improvement. Interactions of users with the portal and its sub-areas were measured so that SVC could identify which channels were used for various tasks. SVC was thus able to better align the website and app with user needs and decide which areas could be expanded and which could be removed.

Thanks to the wealth of data, SVC could segment users into target groups whose members would then receive information and offers tailored to their needs.

SVC was able to react immediately to changes in user behavior and adapt in an agile manner with flexible real-time reporting options. Concrete evaluations were quickly available and it was possible to see whether the optimizations were useful to users and whether they brought about the desired results.

In the end, the user journey was optimized across all channels and the user experience was significantly improved. The entire platform profited from the user-centered focus and the feedback contained in the data. SVC measured that service quality increased by 12.8% due to the improved user experience. This same approach can now be further adapted to user needs and SVC can develop new data-based strategies for the expansion of their offers and services.

Based on the challenges, SVC quickly formulated a multitude of requirements for a suitable tool. It needed a solution with the following features:

- **Web and mobile analytics** to map the complete user journey
- **A customer data platform** for the development of efficient on-site targeting
- **A tag manager** to extend tracking without help from IT
- **Custom reports** for the creation of meaningful reports for management and for developers of new services and apps
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About Piwik PRO

AdTech and MarTech experts founded Piwik PRO in 2013 due to the lack of an analytics stack that was both high performance and privacy-friendly. Our suite of products marries privacy by design, flexible hosting and full data ownership with enterprise-level features and support.